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When My Party Turned Left, I Turned Right
How It Will Be Okay to “Jump the Aisle” in the Post-Obama Era
Dr. Oliver McGee was an adviser to President Bill Clinton, as the
former U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary of Transportation, and a
devoted moderate Democrat, who would have been a natural choice to
play a role in the Obama White House — but then, something incredible
happened.
Concerned with social, technological, educational, economic, and
political (STEEP) issues that he finds are hurling the country into a
dangerous morass and malaise, this mechanical engineering professor
and expert in jet propulsion (literally a rocket scientist) - who has studied
business, law, and technology at Harvard, MIT, Georgia Tech, Stanford,
Wharton, the University of Chicago, University of Cambridge, Ohio
State, and The Aspen Institute — approaches social, political and
economic topics in the same manner he addresses everyday
scientific questions. He has come up with empirical and anecdotal
indications for why our political leaders and present-day policies are
doing more harm than good for the struggling country.
His progressive colleagues did not know what to make of him
jumping the aisle. But, Oliver McGee hung on to his evolving principles
and drafted them in “Jumping the Aisle — How I Became a Black
Republican in the Age of Obama.” Where he calls for a choice to speak
to, listen for, and vote with your own mind — not just past loyalty to a
party or to a history.
Presentation Topics:
When My Party Turned Left, I Turned Right – How It’s Okay to “Jump the Aisle”
Hope and Change – The Strip Mining of America?
On Getting to 2076 – Why Chart a Course to America’s Tercentennial?
Why a Stormy Couple Named Isaac and Sandy made an independent 6% dividing the Romney 47 vs. Obama 47 - jump the aisle to Obama?
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